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Unleash the Dinosaurs

Using the latest technology on your smart phone,
you can now really meet a dinosaur in your
You will need:

garden...

A smart phone

What better way is there to kickstart your
adventure into pre-history?

At Barnsley Museums we've tested some of the best
apps available and these are the ones we found...

Google.co.uk

Search Google for any of the dinosaurs
below and the search engine will throw

From

back the option to "see it in your space"
click on "View in 3D" and you can even
pose next to the creature and take a

99p
FX GURU

photo. These are the Dinosaurs available
so far: T Rex, Velociraptor, Triceratops,

The favourite for teachers- This smart

Spinosaurus, Stegasaurus, Brachiosaurus,

phone app adds movie special effects to

Ankylosaurus, Dilophosaurus, Pteranodon

wherever you film. Often used in

and Parasaurus

classrooms this app allows you to stage a
dinosaur rampage in your own home,

Free

classroom or garden, even including
sound effects.
Although the app itself is free to download
Dino Park AR+

and does have lots of free special effects
you do have to pay to download a

Free
Step through the gates and enter Jurassic

dinosaur effect- this T Rex is 99p for

Park!

example and you can upgrade for more
at a price.

This fun app allows you to wander through
a parkland populated by dinosaurs- a

Lots of fun using this to create a film with the

nice gentle app, just be careful not to walk

kids or to surprise them with a scene of

into any obstacles in the real world.

destruction and film evidence of some
scary visitors in the night.

Dinosaurs!

Free
This app is quite tricky to get the dinosaurs
to look right in a small space like a house
or garden but works ok in a park and the
background looks blurred in all the photos
I took. However one nice feature is that
you can click on the dinosaurs and get
information about them. Lots of annoying
pop up ads.

